Used dodge charger for sale near me

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. Excellent service. Made me feel I was important to them. Hi yes they were
very helpful in answering my Questions and getting back to my emails , so I give a 5 rating at
this time. Dealer e mailed me and I called about vehicle. Jeep was now not available. Was
removed from listing because after showing it as certified ,it hadn't been completely serviced,
and even though I was interested, it was " going back to auction? I don't understand how a
vehicle that is " under warranty" , can't be repaired at the dealership after purchase. I'm not
done with them because is too soon and i will come back when im ready. I had a great
experience with the Maserati dealership. I look forward to purchasing another vehicle for my
wife. Total waste of time. What on earth is that point of that? The best thing to engage with them
on, is to provide advice on how to run their business competitively without lying to consumers!
If they take the advice you should the invoice them. Price out the door was 8k more than the
advertised price for a car that costs 22k. Claim you can buy from home, you cannot. Had to
contact the dealership more than 3 times after original inquiry as no one contacted me. Do not
waste your time. Terrible wish I could give them no stars. My husband went there after I verified
price and availability. They tacked on 5k in BS fees before taxes title fee. Sale associate had on
dirty shoes and pants and an attitude like he was not interested in his job. Jaime was nice on
the phone and professional too bad she was off that day. I would not recommend this place to
anyone. They listed the price asked what price you saw as you make an appointment. Said on
their site at the bottom in small letters his words exactly the fees are listed. Wasted my time
traveling there on New Years Eve. I gave it 1 star because the salesman we worked with actually
seamed that he felt bad. I read a few reviews on yelp about 5k to 10k dealer fees. I spoke to
salesman and he confirmed this was true after trying to talk me in circles. I will not be
purchasing from this group. I would give zero stars if I could I must say that the staff at Magic
Auto Sales Prestige were great. I walked in and left with a better car then the one I wanted. The
staff, especially Eddie, the finance manager, and Omar were kind, courteous, pleasant,
respectful, and knowledgeable. I definitely would recommend coming here for a used car. My
experience here was great. Was very excited about the car. So I don't recommend this dealer.
The wortst costumer service I have ever experienced in my life. From the moment you walk into
the door to the moment you leave. The Sales Staff are professional, courteous and attentive to
your needs. The location is clean and modern. All employees practice safe Covid rules and
social distancing, and the available vehicles are in superb condition. I found this car is FWD at
the time of test drive. They are liars. Very rude to me. I wish I could not give them a star. The
sales manager said to me it was too cold for his guy to be standing outside in the cold while u
was checking out the car. Scam artists. No titles on the vehicles on their lot. Cars on CarGurus
are on the back lot and need to have the battery charged in order to start if at all. Then the say,
"We don't go by CarGurus. We have are own sets of fees and have to order the titles from the
states the cars came from. If there was a way to leave no stars Kitty was friendly and
professional on the phone and Aldo was very honest about the cars conditions. Very lousy way

of communication. After a week of sending text and email and not receiving any informative
response, I decided to go to another dealer. Did not answer Question within a timely manner.
Due to the delay the vehicle I was interested Was sold. I purchased another vehicle a week later.
Terrible, Terrible experience. Terrible customer experience, would not return. I made an
appointment to come in and was greeted kindly, the dealership office was quiet and calm but
the salesperson I was directed to had no idea what I was there for, and had his mask under his
nose. I got a car somewhere else. They had this car advertised for It took me 5 days of
communicating with Cecil, Kathy, 2 messages that were never returned by sales managers and
finally Orlando who did his job to get me the information of cost for the car out the door. This
price according to Orlando went from to and some change!!!???? I was shocked and asked
several times are you sure and he said yes!! Clearly not even the same price range and crew
was VERY dismissive about doing their job!! Requested photos of interior and never received
any. Greatly affected my decision to purchase the car. Called twice for this information. My
biggest gripe with the dealer was that they wanted to negotiate the deal before test driving the
vehicle. That's crazy! Like its competitors from Ford, Chevy, Pontiac and others, the Charger
ushered in the muscle-car era with a 2-door coupe, and subsequently lived on through several
iterations, including a rather forgettable front-wheel-drive FWD , 4-cylinder model in the s the
turbocharged Shelby variant being a notable exception. After about 20 years, the Charger name
had run its course and was dropped by Dodge. Fast forward to That partnership would prove to
be short-lived, but among the byproducts was an all-new Dodge Charger based in part on the
Mercedes-Benz E-Class. Offered as a 5-passenger, 4-door sedan with coupe-like styling meant
to pay homage to earlier examples, the Charger placed Dodge once again in the full-size,
rear-wheel-drive RWD car segment. And, in what has come to be Charger tradition, that model
was available with a potent V8 under the hood. In the years since, the Charger lineup has added
several high-performance versions, available all-wheel drive AWD , and a variety of engines.
CarGurus has tested various versions of Charger in recent years and recognized them with
these commendable overall scores: 7. Pros : Powerful engines, available AWD, generous
interior and trunk space, comfort Cons : Dated platform, poor city fuel economy for even base
V6 models, lacks many leading technology features. For , the Charger received what the casual
observer likely perceived to be a mild refresh but was, in fact, a thorough redesign. Behind the
scenes was an all-new chassis with revised suspension tuning and more responsive steering,
while the exterior was made even more aggressive thanks to scowled headlights and an LED
taillight panel that spanned the width of the car. Interior materials were upgraded and, for the
base engine, engineers opted for a horsepower 3. Less efficient was the horsepower 5. Other
enhancements included safety features such as a blind-spot monitoring and forward-collision
warning, an 8. Also notable was the return of the Charger SRT8 model, now sporting a
horsepower 6. A wallflower, the SRT8 was not. Once again, the chassis was retuned and fitted
with more lightweight components, and the efficient 8-speed automatic transmission became
standard across the board. More revisions were made to the Charger trim levels in These
Chargers featured fender flares and wide tires that increased overall width by 3. All engines
were paired with a 5-speed automatic transmission. All Dodge Chargers performed well in
government crash tests and were well equipped, though buyers could opt for desirable options
such as a rear DVD entertainment system or UConnect touch-screen infotainment system. The
Charger followed with only minor changes, but more noteworthy updates were in store.
Standard side-curtain airbags were added for the model year. Be that as it may, for shoppers
who want space and comfort in sedan form, the dated Charger sedan remains a solid choice,
especially given the departure of competitors such as the Chevrolet Impala , Buick LaCrosse ,
and Ford Taurus. Though not direct alternatives, the Honda Accord , Nissan Maxima , and
Toyota Camry are also cross-shopped by those considering the purchase of a Charger.
America's ongoing fascination with muscle cars expresses itself very clearly in the Dodge
Charger. While the new Challenger coupe reflects its origins more clearly, the Dodge Charger
sedan combines four doors with a range of engines now capped by the legendary Hellcat Hemi,
which offers a staggering horsepower in the new Charger SRT Hellcat. With rear-wheel drive
rather than front-wheel drive since , the new Dodge Charger may never acquire the collectability
of older models, it is a very traditional American car by its look, sound, and feel. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Dodge Charger. Email me price
drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Pros : Powerful
engines, available AWD, generous interior and trunk space, comfort Cons : Dated platform, poor
city fuel economy for even base V6 models, lacks many leading technology features Model
Generations Present Dodge Charger: 7th Generation A redesign of the Dodge Charger is
expected for , which will mark 10 years since the debut of the seventh-generation model. Read
more. When it comes to American muscle cars, few do it better than the Dodge Charger. There

is a new track-ready. The Dodge Charger represents an all-in-one approach to modern
performance. Unlike its Challenger coupe counterpart, the Charger is a sedan, providing the
usability of four full doors and five-passenge. Few modern cars are like the Dodge Charger. In
more than just styling, it is a retro sedan. In a world of front-wheel-drive conveyances, the
Charger is a rear-wheel-drive muscle-sedan, and it's availa. Meadowland Chrysler Dodge Jeep
Ram. Baker Chrysler Jeep Dodge Ram. Dodge Charger Reviews Review. The Dodge Charger is a
awesome vehicle. I always knew I wanted one, but now that I have one and have drove it, I can
personally say I have no regrets. For a car as old at it is, I got one that was in wonderful
condition, with little miles. I absolutely adore the car, its engine, and all the features that come
along with it. I can say that it i Missing a few features that I wanted but the color was more
important. Missing sunroof, back up camera, parking sensors and a few more things. But it has
a lot of power and sounds aggressive. This car is a lot of fun to drive. Mercedes Benz was a
good comparable. The dodge chargers was great But I choosed the Benz. Dodge dealers in New
York NY. Dodge dealers in New Brunswick NJ. Dodge dealers in Stamford CT. Dodge dealers in
Holtsville NY. Dodge dealers in Newburgh NY. Dodge dealers in Trenton NJ. Dodge dealers in
Toms River NJ. Dodge dealers in New Haven CT. Dodge dealers in Allentown PA. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Great easy experience. I was coming
from miles away to look at the vehicle. I was as described and we ended up making a deal. I was
contacted and made an appointment. Everyone was friendly and helpful. I purchase the vehicle
and I was happy with the service they provided. I have a picture of the conversation for who
cares to verify. The staff was friendly and understanding. Fast response from the dealership. I
on the other hand am dealing with the dynamic nature of when we would be back in the office.
Therefore have not yet made my move. They reached out but I didn't move forward with the car
as I decided on something else. Was a good experience and not pushy. It was a smooth
experience I saw what I wanted I didn't really want to pay all those taxes I purchased the car
with cash Off the market. Salesperson Lacresha was very helpful. Made some good suggestions
Still looking however. Quality dealership. Very thoughtful and understanding. My sales person
was Sundae. She worked with me for over a week to get my car and she delivered my new car to
me. I truly appreciated all her hard work. Jeremiah Deyoung was very friendly and helpful I
would highly recommend him and Phillips Chevrolet. We drove over two hours to check out and
potentially buy a car. When we got there the dealer informed us someone else just got
approved! Poor communication and a wasted day is all we experienced through this dealership.
Circumstances changed on my end but Erika was very timely in reaching out to me regarding
my inquiry. Every dealership has fallen extremely short on customer service. Elite is only the
second dealership to fullfil my requests out of Sales man only kept saying "this is too much
truck" for you, only to try to sell me a vehicle that wasn't not on the lot yet that I had no interest
in. I havnt talked to anyone over the phone but the gentleman seemed eager to help if i had
questions. Great experience friendly knowledgeable terrible parking in area. Over all would
recommend. I explained that I was really to far away to be a customer and they understood my
position and have respected my decision to shop elsewhere. Only had some back and forth
communication but seemed willing to help and work with you. The sales staff was excellent they
had a good price on the truck it was a very simple process I would buy from them again. Over
contact Told them I wanted one specific vehicle a jeep , wouldn't budge on price over email yet
still email me everyday. I ultimately purchased w another dealership. Only the person who
handles the web inquiries contacted me. She said sales would but they never did. Now the car is
sold. Contacted dealer and made sure it was there and made an appointment for the next day,
they called the morning of and confirmed. I drove 1. Strong recommendation to stay clear of this
place! They were typical car salesman. Say anything to get you to buy the car. Cry about how
we wanted to much for our trade-in, which was probably true. We did get the car we wanted and
it was probably a fair deal. I went to buy a car but they said its a wholesale car. Moreover car
keys is not available. What kind of a car dealer is that? Extremely professional!! My salesperson
Harvey was personable and had the deal done and I was out the door in about 2hrs. Great
dealership with an extremely quick process. The car I purchased is a wonderful car as well.
Hector was great on assisting me get into the car that I wanted and comfortable with the price.
Great dealership worked with my credit and I was still able to walk away with a car. Like its
competitors from Ford, Chevy, Pontiac and others, the Charger ushered in the muscle-car era
with a 2-door coupe, and subsequently lived on through several iterations, including a rather
forgettable front-wheel-drive FWD , 4-cylinder model in the s the turbocharged Shelby variant
being a notable exception. After about 20 years, the Charger name had run its course and was
dropped by Dodge. Fast forward to That partnership would prove to be short-lived, but among
the byproducts was an all-new Dodge Charger based in part on the Mercedes-Benz E-Class.
Offered as a 5-passenger, 4-door sedan with coupe-like styling meant to pay homage to earlier

examples, the Charger placed Dodge once again in the full-size, rear-wheel-drive RWD car
segment. And, in what has come to be Charger tradition, that model was available with a potent
V8 under the hood. In the years since, the Charger lineup has added several high-performance
versions, available all-wheel drive AWD , and a variety of engines. CarGurus has tested various
versions of Charger in recent years and recognized them with these commendable overall
scores: 7. Pros : Powerful engines, available AWD, generous interior and trunk space, comfort
Cons : Dated platform, poor city fuel economy for even base V6 models, lacks many leading
technology features. For , the Charger received what the casual observer likely perceived to be
a mild refresh but was, in fact, a thorough redesign. Behind the scenes was an all-new chassis
with revised suspension tuning and more responsive steering, while the exterior was made
even more aggressive thanks to scowled headlights and an LED taillight panel that spanned the
width of the car. Interior materials were upgraded and, for the base engine, engineers opted for
a horsepower 3. Less efficient was the horsepower 5. Other enhancements included safety
features such as a blind-spot monitoring and forward-collision warning, an 8. Also notable was
the return of the Charger SRT8 model, now sporting a horsepower 6. A wallflower, the SRT8 was
not. Once again, the chassis was retuned and fitted with more lightweight components, and the
efficient 8-speed automatic transmission became standard across the board. More revisions
were made to the Charger trim levels in These Chargers featured fender flares and wide tires
that increased overall width by 3. All engines were paired with a 5-speed automatic
transmission. All Dodge Chargers performed well in government crash tests and were well
equipped, though buyers could opt for desirable options such as a rear DVD entertainment
system or UConnect touch-screen infotainment system. The Charger followed with only minor
changes, but more noteworthy updates were in store. Standard side-curtain airbags were added
for the model year. Be that as it may, for shoppers who want space and comfort in sedan form,
the dated Charger sedan remains a solid choice, especially given the departure of competitors
such as the Chevrolet Impala , Buick LaCrosse , and Ford Taurus. Though not direct
alternatives, the Honda Accord , Nissan Maxima , and Toyota Camry are also cross-shopped by
those considering the purchase of a Charger. America's ongoing fascination with muscle cars
expresses itself very clearly in the Dodge Charger. While the new Challenger coupe reflects its
origins more clearly, the Dodge Charger sedan combines four doors with a range of engines
now capped by the legendary Hellcat Hemi, which offers a staggering horsepower in the new
Charger SRT Hellcat. With rear-wheel drive rather than front-wheel drive since , the new Dodge
Charger may never acquire the collectability of older models, it is a very traditional American
car by its look, sound, and feel. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi
mi Nationwide. Dodge Charger. Email me price drops and new listings for these results. Best
deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Dodge Dealer. Pros : Powerful engines, available AWD,
generous interior and trunk space, comfort Cons : Dated platform, poor city fuel economy for
even base V6 models, lacks many leading technology features Model Generations Present
Dodge Charger: 7th Generation A redesign of the Dodge Charger is expected for , which will
mark 10 years since the debut of the seventh-generation model. Read more. When it comes to
American muscle cars, few do it better than the Dodge Charger. There is a new track-ready. The
Dodge Charger represents an all-in-one approach to modern performance. Unlike its Challenger
coupe counterpart, the Charger is a sedan, providing the usability of four full doors and
five-passenge. Few modern cars are like the Dodge Charger. In more than just styling, it is a
retro sedan. In a world of front-wheel-drive conveyances, the Charger is a rear-wheel-drive
muscle-sedan, and it's availa. Bettenhausen Chrysler Dodge Jeep Ram. Wickstrom Auto Group
Barrington. Dodge Charger Reviews Review. The Dodge Charger is a awesome vehicle. I always
knew I wanted one, but now that I have one and have drove it, I can personally say I have no
regrets. For a car as old at it is, I got one that was in wonderful condition, with little miles. I
absolutely adore the car, its engine, and all the features that come along with it. I can say that it
i Missing a few features that I wanted but the color was more important. Missing sunroof, back
up camera, parking sensors and a few more things. But it has a lot of power and sounds
aggressive. This car is a lot of fun to drive. Mercedes Benz was a good comparable. The dodge
chargers was great But I choosed the Benz. Dodge dealers in Chicago IL. Dodge dealers in
Palatine IL. Dodge dealers in Aurora IL. Dodge dealers in Kenosha WI. Dodge dealers in South
Bend IN. Dodge dealers in Rockford IL. Dodge dealers in Milwaukee WI. Dodge dealers in
Janesville WI. Dodge dealers in Holland MI. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to
help keep you safe. If I could rate zero stars, I would. They said it was required and could not be
removed. Left angry and felt deceived. Would not recommend at all. Emailed me a few times but
never followed up via phone. One email stated that the phone number I gave them didn't work,
that's funny because the other dealerships had no issues getting in touch with me. I made
arrangements to look at a vehicle I was interested in purchasing. I was interested enough to

give a down payment to reserve the car. It was made clear to me that that was refundable. After
driving the vehicle, I chose not to purchase it and I am now having a hard time getting my
deposit refunded. Otherwise the vehicle was clean and accurately represented. I had a great
experience, great customer service and very professional. I am going next week to get my
second car from them. This car Price at 11, one accident dirty inside and the final asking price
about 19, Rude management. I called to ask information regarding the challenger RT, the owner
seemed extremely uninterested in wanting to help me. Never asked me any questions, never
gave me any information regarding the vehicle. He answered the phone with a attitude as
though he didn't want to be at work. This vehicle ad indicated it was not salvage title; after
further checking it was. When asked about that of the dealer, he said it said it was in the ad I
made it to this dealership to see a car and when got there the car was not ready and it wasn't
even in the dealership. Got back to me quick but just not quick enough. Someone else was just
faster which was amazing! Cannot say anything bad about Grapevine. I Just an inquiry about a
car they had listed on the internet. I was treated like all dealerships treat "customers" who ask
questions by email. It was like pulling teeth to get any answers to specific questions, even after
asking the same question more than once. It makes me so frustrated to waste time with evasive
car salesmen. I don't like wasting time on anything much less trying to buy a car! Stick waiting
on pictures of the Jeep. Ended up looking at Fsselected one and after waiting almost an hour to
tell me the price I got up and told them to email me the price. They never did. Sam was super
knowledgeable and helpful! I had a smooth and positive experience because of him. The
dealership was very good to work with, however, I dont like being sent upstairs to finish to
transaction. We decided on the out the door price, if I wanted to blow my budget I would have
done it when negotiating the out the door price. Had a overall great experience.. Ed Lewis was
especially helpful.. The dealership somehow missed the initial message and responded in a
week when I am no longer in the market for a car. I came all the way from Mississippi to buy a
truck from Midway Cars. And it was a great experience. This was my first buy out of state and
Mr. Sam treated me just like family. He was very patient with me and my bank. If you thinking
about going to Midway Cars do it because they are fair and reliable. And when you get there ask
for Mr. Great experience from the time I got there from start to finish of the purchase they
helped every way they could to put me in the vehicle I wanted it was awesone. They gave me a
low ball trade in offer and when I asked if the price of their car was their bottom dollar I never
received a response back. Would not recommend Classic of Denton to purchase a vehicle from,
unless you want to be prejudged. No pressure, friendly experience. For the first time in my life I
actually enjoyed buying a car. Thank you Marcus Williams! I was very disappointed with the
sales team.. Responded and answered my questions in a timely manner. The vehicle sold before
I could get there. Would definitely recommend Grubbs Nissan. May have not got this car, but
they sure did take care of me!! Like its competitors from Ford, Chevy, Pontiac and others, the
Charger ushered in the muscle-car era with a 2-door coupe, and subsequently lived on through
several iterations, including a rather forgettable front-wheel-drive FWD , 4-cylinder model in the
s the turbocharged Shelby variant being a notable exception. After about 20 years, the Charger
name had run its course and was dropped by Dodge. Fast forward to That partnership would
prove to be short-lived, but among the byproducts was an all-new Dodge Charger based in part
on the Mercedes-Benz E-Class. Offered as a 5-passenger, 4-door sedan with coupe-like styling
meant to pay homage to earlier examples, the Charger placed Dodge once again in the full-size,
rear-wheel-drive RWD car segment. And, in what has come to be Charger tradition, that model
was available with a potent V8 under the hood. In the years since, the Charger lineup has added
several high-performance versions, available all-wheel drive AWD , and a variety of engines.
CarGurus has tested various versions of Charger in recent years and recognized them with
these commendable overall scores: 7. Pros : Powerful engines, available AWD, generous
interior and trunk space, comfort Cons : Dated platform, poor city fuel economy for even base
V6 models, lacks many leading technology features. For , the Charger received what the casual
observer likely perceived to be a mild refresh but was, in fact, a thorough redesign. Behind the
scenes was an all-new chassis with revised suspension tuning and more responsive steering,
while the exterior was made even more aggressive thanks to scowled headlights and an LED
taillight panel that spanned the width of the car. Interior materials were upgraded and, for the
base engine, engineers opted for a horsepower 3. Less efficient was the horsepower 5. Other
enhancements included safety features such as a blind-spot monitoring and forward-collision
warning, an 8. Also notable was the return of the Charger SRT8 model, now sporting a
horsepower 6. A wallflower, the SRT8 was not. Once again, the chassis was retuned and fitted
with more lightweight components, and the efficient 8-speed automatic transmission became
standard across the board. More revisions were made to the Charger trim levels in These
Chargers featured fender flares and wide tires that increased overall width by 3. All engines

were paired with a 5-speed automatic transmission. All Dodge Chargers performed well in
government crash tests and were well equipped, though buyers could opt for desirable options
such as a rear DVD entertainment system or UConnect touch-screen infotainment system. The
Charger followed with only minor changes, but more noteworthy updates were in store.
Standard side-curtain airbags were added for the model year. Be that as it may, for shoppers
who want space and comfort in sedan form, the dated Charger sedan remains a solid choice,
especially given the departure of competitors such as the Chevrolet Impala , Buick LaCrosse ,
and Ford Taurus. Though not direct alternatives, the Honda Accord , Nissan Maxima , and
Toyota Camry are also cross-shopped by those considering the purchase of a Charger.
America's ongoing fascination with muscle cars expresses itself very clearly in the Dodge
Charger. While the new Challenger coupe reflects its origins more clearly, the Dodge Charger
sedan combines four doors with a range of engines now capped by the legendary Hellcat Hemi,
which offers a staggering horsepower in the new Charger SRT Hellcat. With rear-wheel drive
rather than front-wheel drive since , the new Dodge Charger may never acquire the collectability
of older models, it is a very traditional American car by its look, sound, and feel. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Dodge Charger. Email me price
drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Authorized Dodge
Dealer. Private Seller: Mckenzi. Waxahachie, TX Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Grubbs Nissan
Bedford, TX Pros : Powerful engines, available AWD, generous interior and trunk space, comfort
Cons : Dated platform, poor city fuel economy for even base V6 models, lacks many leading
technology features Model Generations Present Dodge Charger: 7th Generation A redesign of
the Dodge Charger is expected for , which will mark 10 years since the debut of the
seventh-generation model. Read more. When it comes to American muscle cars, few do it better
than the Dodge Charger. There is a new track-ready. The Dodge Charger represents an
all-in-one approach to modern performance. Unlike its Challenger coupe counterpart, the
Charger is a sedan, providing the usability of four full doors and five-passenge. Few modern
cars are like the Dodge Charger. In more than just styling, it is a retro sedan. In a world of
front-wheel-drive conveyances, the Charger is a rear-wheel-drive muscle-sedan, and it's availa.
Waxahachie Dodge Chrysler Jeep. Dodge Charger Reviews Review. The Dodge Charger is a
awesome vehicle. I always knew I wanted one, but now that I have one and have drove it, I can
personally say I have no regrets. For a car as old at it is, I got one that was in wonderful
condition, with little miles. I absolutely adore the car, its engine, and all the features that come
along with it. I can say that it i Missing a few features that I wanted but the color was more
important. Missing sunroof, back up camera, parking sensors and a few more things. But it has
a lot of power and sounds aggressive. This car is a lot of fun to drive. Mercedes Benz was a
good comparable. The dodge chargers was great But I choosed the Benz. Dodge dealers in
Dallas TX. Dodge dealers in McKinney TX. Dodge dealers in Fort Worth TX. Dodge dealers in
Denton TX. Dodge dealers in Greenville TX. Dodge dealers in Corsicana TX. Dodge dealers in
Weatherford TX. Dodge dealers in Waco TX. Dodge dealers in Tyler TX. Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. After they ran my credit they tried to charge me
They really try to get people so they can line there pockets. I liked the fact that 1 person Chris
handled everything from the phone contact to turning over the keys, and came back with a deal
both parties could be happy with. David tried really hard but Toyota finance wanted much more
than I could offer. Yes, I would recommend this dealership and David. This site is fake when you
get to the dealer they dont have what you pre qualified then they try to sell you something 4
yomes for expensive I will never try this site again or recommend it to anyone or the dealer I
went to. When I mentioned using a power of attorney to have someone sign for me they stopped
responding. Got helped by Christopher Lopez cool guy he was helpful and made the process
easy. Thanks to him I got my hands on a beautiful Camaro 2ss. They help you with what you are
looking for and never give up on helping you get your car. Very friendly and attentive, helpful
made appointment right away with a reminder and followup. Great communication. Answered all
my questions and bought the car. No back and forth trying to add items.. The people are very
professional and find the way to help you to get the car you want I will go back if I get another
car. I bought this car in Norco. Ben brought this car to me in Covina. He delivered and I received
the best deal. He went above and beyond to make sure that the little cosmetic parts were
replaced. He is still working with me until this day! Thank you for your time and consideration!
Thank you for adding the extras that I wanted on my beautiful Black Beauty!!! Good experience
will be going back. They worked a deal with me. Not like other dealers. Thumbs up to Daniel the
salesman good worker, better person. More than 3 representatives have contacted me.
However, no one had answers for my questions nor did they reply with answers. Run away from
this dealer. Hack job sales. They buy from auction and resell. They wanted 9k over advertised
price. Said it was in the deals notes. So dirty and dishonest. Disgusted by these people. They

should be shut down. Low price on vehicles is a scam. The first time I called , they transferred
me to a sales line, left a message , but never got a call back. I was very specific in my inquiry,
and they did not have that color in stock. I had no issues with the second follow up. Best
experience at a dealer ever. Our salesman Mo was so helpful. I highly recommend everyone go
see him. It was good and they were pleasant - not pushy or anything. So I had no problems with
them whatsoever. I just ended up fixing my old car and not buying a new one. I never went with
a vehicle through them but they responded promptly and were courteous. I drove an hour to
find out that the truck I wanted was in the shop. Then the salesman tells me that it won't
available until it gets back from the body shop, so they then tell me that it will back in about a
month. I then get a call stating that the truck was sold to someone else. I was so disappointed
when I got the news. I don't recommend this place for anyone. Marking up cars that most other
dealers aren't, low offers on trade in and not willing to even discuss prices. Save your time and
go elsewhere. My experience with RAO dealership was very nice. I was able to test drive more
than one vehicle they explained and details about the condition of each and every car that they
have and how it was serviced once they acquired it. They do a great job of reconditioning used
cars so that you get a good used car. My experience was great. It took 2 days for them to find
the car. The car advertised was a mess. Frame damage and no back seat. That information was
clearly left out so that i would be lured onto the lot. They wasted my time making the trip there. I
will cross them off my list completely as i cannot trust that kind of shady business. I've been
told the car is going through their inspection process and they will contact me when its
available. Like its competitors from Ford, Chevy, Pontiac and others, the Charger ushered in the
muscle-car era with a 2-door coupe, and subsequently lived on through several iterations,
including a rather forgettable front-wheel-drive FWD , 4-cylinder model in the s the
turbocharged Shelby variant being a notable exception. After about 20 years, the Charger name
had run its course and was dropped by Dodge. Fast forward to That partnership would prove to
be short-lived, but among the byproducts was an all-new Dodge Charger based in part on the
Mercedes-Benz E-Class. Offered as a 5-passenger, 4-door sedan with coupe-like styling meant
to pay homage to earlier examples, the Charger placed Dodge once again in the full-size,
rear-wheel-drive RWD car segment. And, in what has come to be Charger tradition, that model
was available with a potent V8 under the hood. In the years since, the Charger lineup has added
several high-performance versions, available all-wheel drive AWD , and a variety of engines.
CarGurus has tested various versions of Charger in recent years and recognized them with
these commendable overall scores: 7. Pros : Powerful engines, available AWD, generous
interior and trunk space, comfort Cons : Dated platform, poor city fuel economy for even base
V6 models, lacks many leading technology features. For , the Charger received what the casual
observer likely perceived to be a mild refresh but was, in fact, a thorough redesign. Behind the
scenes was an all-new chassis with revised suspension tuning and more responsive steering,
while the exterior was made even more aggressive thanks to scowled headlights and an LED
taillight panel that spanned the width of the car. Interior materials were upgraded and, for the
base engine, engineers opted for a horsepower 3. Less efficient was the horsepower 5. Other
enhancements included safety features such as a blind-spot monitoring and forward-collision
warning, an 8. Also notable was the return of the Charger SRT8 model, now sporting a
horsepower 6. A wallflower, the SRT8 was not. Once again, the chassis was retuned and fitted
with more lightweight components, and the efficient 8-speed automatic transmission became
standard across the board. More revisions were made to the Charger trim levels in These
Chargers featured fender flares and wide tires that increased overall width by 3. All engines
were paired with a 5-speed automatic transmission. All Dodge Chargers performed well in
government crash tests and were well equipped, though buyers could opt for desirable options
such as a rear DVD entertainment system or UConnect touch-screen infotainment system. The
Charger followed with only minor changes, but more noteworthy updates were in store.
Standard side-curtain airbags were added for the model year. Be that as it may, for shoppers
who want space and comfort in sedan form, the dated Charger sedan remains a solid choice,
especially given the departure of competitors such as the Chevrolet Impala , Buick LaCrosse ,
and Ford Taurus. Though not direct alternatives, the Honda Accord , Nissan Maxima , and
Toyota Camry are also cross-shopped by those considering the purchase of a Charger.
America's ongoing fascination with muscle cars expresses itself very clearly in the Dodge
Charger. While the new Challenger coupe reflects its origins more clearly, the Dodge Charger
sedan combines four doors with a range of engines now capped by the legendary Hellcat Hemi,
which offers a staggering horsepower in the new Charger SRT Hellcat. With rear-wheel drive
rather than front-wheel drive since , the new Dodge Charger may never acquire the collectability
of older models, it is a very traditional American car by its look, sound, and feel. All Years to All
Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Dodge Charger. Email me price

drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available.
Authorized Dodge Dealer. Pros : Powerful engines, available AWD, generous interior and trunk
space, comfort Cons : Dated platform, poor city fuel economy for even base V6 models, lacks
many leading technology features Model Generations Present Dodge Charger: 7th Generation A
redesign of the Dodge Charger is expected for , which will mark 10 years since the debut of the
seventh-generation model. Read more. When it comes to American muscle cars, few do it better
than the Dodge Charger. There is a new track-ready. The Dodge Charger represents an
all-in-one approach to modern performance. Unlike its Challenger coupe counterpart, the
Charger is a sedan, providing the usability of four full doors and five-passenge. Few modern
cars are like the Dodge Charger. In more than just styling, it is a retro sedan. In a world of
front-wheel-drive conveyances, the Charger is a rear-wheel-drive muscle-sedan, and it's availa.
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ndora Chrysler Jeep Dodge. Dodge Charger Reviews Review. The Dodge Charger is a awesome
vehicle. I always knew I wanted one, but now that I have one and have drove it, I can personally
say I have no regrets. For a car as old at it is, I got one that was in wonderful condition, with
little miles. I absolutely adore the car, its engine, and all the features that come along with it. I
can say that it i Missing a few features that I wanted but the color was more important. Missing
sunroof, back up camera, parking sensors and a few more things. But it has a lot of power and
sounds aggressive. This car is a lot of fun to drive. Mercedes Benz was a good comparable. The
dodge chargers was great But I choosed the Benz. Dodge dealers in Los Angeles CA. Dodge
dealers in Pomona CA. Dodge dealers in Malibu CA. Dodge dealers in Santa Clarita CA. Dodge
dealers in Irvine CA. Dodge dealers in Lancaster CA. Dodge dealers in San Bernardino CA.
Dodge dealers in Victorville CA. Dodge dealers in Ventura CA.

